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to be brought into play it must be basec'-ona- united national conviction . There is no
doubt about the ardent feeling in a Proviuce
like Ontario with racial roots in British traditions and where thousands of heirs of
United Empire Loyalist sentiment reside,
shared, but perhaps not recognized, by our
Winnipeg correspondent . A multitude of
citizens can be found throughout the country
with a similar attitude toward the Mother
' Country .
On the other hand we have the FrenchCanadians, equally concerned for the freedom assured by` British institutions but without the same background . We have also a
large percentage of population which came
to this country since the last war from nonBritish countries and lacking the urge to go
back to Europe to fight for a cause sponsored by a nation to which allegiance has
no direct appeal . These things have to be
taken into account in,seeking an undivided
national effort.
Voluntary enlistment is proceeding in-Ontario at a pace testing present equipment.
Reports from Ottawa state: that recruiting in
Quebec goes ahead on no half-hearted scale
The spirit behind freedom of action makes
snge amends for the weaknesses of the
voluntary plan . Considering the situation,
those becoming impatient with the apparent
`slowness of the process .might advisedly restrain their feelings for the time being in the
common interests .
Undoubtedly there is an impression that
the loyal sons who offer themselves unreservedly at pay which is a mere pittance.
should not have to look back at others, stayat-homes, and even aliens, receiving high
wages such as were paid in the last war
without assuming any of the war risks . If
there is to,be equality of sacrifice it will not
be obtained in this way. The voluntary recruit wants to know that while he is enduring hardships and-risking life the man who
would not offer is not able to make the war
a bed of roses for himself.
We are convinced that the Government,'
fortified by a unanimous Parliament, intends
to prosecute the war with all its vigor, and
that nothing essential to a successful conclusion will be neglected; not even conscription. It is to be remembered that' the
struggle has only started and we have yet
to get into it properly . The administrative
machinery will need many amendments and
changes,
which
will
be
forthcoming.
Changes in the situation abroad may mean
changes here. The active part taken by the
Communists may indeed have a vital beariniz on recruiting. As -jw~ec~s padlock law
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